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In ‘Data of Value’, Wessel Kraaij shows how data analytics techniques
and data science can be used in a broader sense to work on societal
challenges, such as personalized health care or the transition towards
a sustainable society. The systematic collection of everyday personal
data, such as lifestyle data, can already help to provide citizens with
insight into health risks. Combination of this data about a population
can help to approach health from the perspective of prevention,
prediction, participation and personalization. It is therefore necessary
to gather longitudinal data on various factors that affect health, such
as physiology, lifestyle, social environment, mental status and relevant
outcomes. The wider applicability of this system approach is illustrated
by a case study big data for policy interventions in urban contexts.
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Wessel Kraaij focuses his research on developing search technology and
finding new insights in large amounts of unstructured information.
Initially, that was text and digital video, later it was expanded with
sensor data. He uses probabilistic models and machine learning
techniques. Currently, he is focusing on the E-health domain: how
citizens and patients can contribute to improved health care through
the collection and sharing of health data. Citizen data ownership and
analysis tools safeguarding privacy are important conditions for this.
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Mijnheer de Rector Magnificus, beste collega’s, familie en
vrienden, zeer gewaardeerde toehoorders,

It should have become clear by now that this lecture is about
Data Science and Data Analytics. The title of my lecture is:
“Data of Value”.

I would like to share with you my thoughts about the value of
everyday data: information and measurements that you can
often even collect yourself and how data analytics can be used
to create value for the individual, but also for society.

In my lecture, I would like to begin by briefly stating my
motivation in choosing to connect my research with societal
value. Then I will give some examples of the application of
data science research in the field of health. Next, I will give an
example of an application in the Public Policy domain. I will
conclude with a series of research challenges.

1
Applied Data Analytics
1.1
The importance of data for science, economy and society
Our society is gradually being digitalized, step by step.
Algorithms are becoming increasingly able to learn from
large amounts of data. Three recent examples: the Alphago
computer program has defeated the world champion of the
game Go (Silver et al. 2016). With the help of ‘deep learning’,
skin cancer can be recognized with the same level of accuracy
as by a dermatologist (Esteva et al. 2017). Finally, in the
field of translation, the quality of automatic translation now
approaches that of a translation by a human (Wu et al. 2016).
A domain that will change rapidly in the coming years is our
mobility. Vehicles can be completely automatically controlled,
based on real-time processing of sensory information. Cars
will also be able to communicate with each other. This
automatic control will make it possible to drastically reduce
traffic congestion and to drive more efficiently and safely.
These technological breakthroughs are possible due to recent
developments in hardware and algorithms. We are also
increasingly able to utilize large amounts of data to discover
new associations. This is becoming increasingly important for
different areas of science. The search for patterns in big data,
therefore, is considered a game changer in the “Accessible and
Responsible Value Creation from Big Data” roadmap of the
Dutch Nationale Wetenschaps Agenda.1

1.2
Data Science and Data Analysis
The field of data science is an interdisciplinary research
field with a broad scope that has now become a part of the
curriculum of most universities. In Leiden, a wonderful
university-wide Data Science program has been launched in
which there is intensive interaction between scientists from
different faculties (e.g. behavioural sciences, literature or
archaeology) and data scientists appointed at the LIACS2 and
the Mathematical Institute.
Data science is primarily an applied science where the scientific
impact is realized by applying data science methods in specific
domains. However, there are also challenges in the field of
data science itself, for example in the field of algorithms,
methodology, data stewardship and ethics. Data Science builds
on fields such as statistics, data mining, information retrieval
and pattern recognition. My chair ‘Applied Data Analytics’
reinforces the Leiden Data Science program and focuses on
developing algorithms for the automatic interpretation of
large amounts of unstructured information. You could think
of analysing and describing the content of an unknown
dataset (what activities, locations or persons are common in
this collection of video material?); explaining observations
(which factors determine the success of an intervention?); or
predictions (what is the probability that an incident on the A13
motorway will become a traffic jam?).
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1.3
Data Analytics for societal value
A number of platform companies (for example, Facebook,
Google or Uber) have achieved huge financial successes
with innovative content services. An essential element of the
success is that much information about users is being collected
(Roosendaal 2013). The free availability of the services of these
companies has a downside. It is said that in this case the users
themselves have become the product that is being traded.
In fact, business models are often based on personalized ads
(Ford, Kraft and Tewari 2003).



Also, governments increasingly gather personal data to
optimize policies. Combining data from persons and processes
can provide a lot of new knowledge and serve as a basis for a
learning process. However, there are also concerns about the
security of personal data due to regular reports of accidental
leaks of personal data.3 Education, training and scientific
research regarding the management and processing of data and
the associated risks is therefore necessary.
Data science can be applied in many ways. In my research at
Leiden University, I explicitly choose to develop Data Analytics
techniques to contribute to social values, such as health and
sustainability. In several domains, the value for the individual
and for society coincide. By collecting longitudinal data on
a large population, much more personalised (and therefore
better) health advice can be provided. The chance that a
recommended treatment will lead to a positive result will then
increase (Ruiter et al. 2006). More personalised advice, on the
other hand, also allows for better predictions when treatment
for a patient will be ineffective (Evans and McLeod 2003; Evans
and Relling 2004). Unnecessary treatments can therefore be
avoided with a positive effect on quality of life of patients
and a reduction of the cost of providing care. By providing

personal health data for research, an individual contributes to
the population-level data collection needed to make treatment
recommendations more personal. There is therefore a mutual
dependence of the individual interest and the general interest.
This societal value in the various domains cannot, of course,
be achieved with just data science. On the contrary, intensive
cooperation with scientists from, for example, the health
domain or behavioral sciences is a prerequisite. Real progress is
made when data scientists understand the scientific challenges
in the domain at hand and when experts from the domain
discipline also understand the new opportunities generated by
large-scale data processing. This interdisciplinary cooperation
is crucial and fortunately more and more self-evident, as
shown in the Leiden Data Science program.
In my research, I focus mainly on empowerment of the
individual to positively influence their own health and quality
of life. A second focus area is the application of Data Analytics
for urban transitions for which a change of behavior is
necessary, such as the energy transition.
My proposition is that collecting and analyzing detailed data
of an individual and the environment in which he lives and
comparing this with the data of a specific possible reference
group brings value to both the individual and the group. A
good example of this approach is self-monitoring, where
citizens themselves collect and manage data about their health.
Self-monitoring can provide the empowerment of citizens
under two conditions. First, specific domain knowledge is
required to provide valid interpretations and advice. Secondly,
special attention is needed for data governance to protect
personal data.
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2
2.1

Data analytics and health
Better healthcare and prevention by linking and
analysing new data sources
Dear audience,

predictive models. These predict health outcomes based on
longitudinal data, collected across different health dimensions.

After these introductory words about the positioning of my
research, I now want to further discuss the field of health
as a data science application. First of all, I would like to say
something about the systems approach to health. Then I will
provide some examples of applications of data analytics in the
context of the systems approach.
The domain of health is primarily associated with curative
care, but health care is not just about treating illness. It is
also a matter of prevention: preventing illness, for example
by adopting a healthy lifestyle. It’s also about understanding
better why people get sick. This can be done, for example, by
analyzing for large groups of people which factors can affect
health and to distinguish subgroups. An important factor
to which a lot of research has been devoted is the individual
genetic profile, but lifestyle-related factors (such as nutrition,
exercise and sleep) and environmental factors are also
important (McGinnis, Williams-Russo and Knickman 2002).
In the health sector, an important movement is gaining
ground; which I will use as a framework for discussing the
examples. This movement promotes the so-called P4 concept
of health. P4 stands for prediction, prevention, personalization
and participation. An important motivation is the observation
that healthcare is too focused on disease treatment and not
enough on prevention. A second observation is that treatment
and diagnosis are based on population averages. The top ten
prescription drugs in the United States work in the best case
for only one in four patients and in the worst case for one in
twenty-five (Schork 2015). In some cases, the medication even
has a negative effect. As more and more data is gathered, there
is more room for precision treatment and medication, which
is the P for personalization. This personalized treatment uses

Participation means involving the patient and making them the
center of all actions concerning their health. The P4 concept
originates in system biology (Kitano 2002), and thus is a
system approach, capturing the interaction between different
factors in a mathematical model. P4 has been proposed in
the United States in recent years by Leroy Hood and in the
Netherlands by Jan van der Greef of Leiden University and
TNO (Van der Greef, Hankemeier and McBurney 2006;
Hood and Friend 2011). The four principles together form
a framework for improving health quality. In order to
operationalize P4, it is necessary to collect and interpret data of
value. In two P’s, the importance of the individual is explicitly
linked: personalization and participation. An important
addition to this framework for a more personal and qualityoriented healthcare system is to measure patient reported
outcome measures systematically over a longer period, a
central element of the value-based health care of American
economist Michael Porter (Porter 2010).
I will now give a few examples of research where individual
citizens and patients themselves play an active role in
improving their health. The collection, analysis and sharing of
data plays an important role in all projects.
A first example of a project aimed at prevention, prediction
and personalization is the project SWELL4, part of the national
ICT research program COMMIT /, which was conducted
between 2011 and 2016.
2.2

Example: Self-management of mental and physical
health in knowledge workers (personalization, prediction,
prevention)
SWELL aims to develop data science techniques as a basis for
self-management of mental and physical health of knowledge
workers. Joint research by CBS and TNO shows that one in
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seven employees in the Netherlands is affected by burn-out
complaints, with a major impact on the person concerned
and his environment but also the employer concerned.
There are indications that the new possibilities for working
anywhere and anytime can be a risk factor. Because of these
new opportunities, employees have to make conscious
choices, to establish structure in their work and take breaks
at regular moments. This has positive sides, but not everyone
can handle this freedom adequately (Slijkhuis 2012). The
leading vision of the SWELL project is to develop a digital
alter ego that is following you, and records your activities,
fitness and fatigue. Based on those registrations, habits with
negative consequences can be identified. The final step is to
provide personalized feedback to adapt or change behavior.
The strength of the approach is mainly in combining different
types of sensor information, which are collected longitudinally
in the form of a lifelog (Gemmell, Bell and Lueder 2006; Aizawa
et al. 2004; Doherty and Smeaton 2008). When activities, social
interaction, moments of concentration, emotion, physical
and mental fitness are recorded in this digital diary, this can
provide a lot of insight into someone’s own biopsychosocial
system. For example: What situations do lead to positive
emotions, which activities cost a lot of energy? However, it
is necessary to convert the heterogeneous raw sensor data
into intelligent status information using machine learning
techniques. Examples of the raw sensor data are: type of
activity, duration, place and social context. In a broader health
setting, sensor data can also include air quality and nutrition.
Outcomes are for example physical and mental fitness.
In the SWELL project, we have created a controlled
environment to investigate whether we can construct such a
lifelog in a work setting. In a lab experiment, subjects have
been asked to work on a variety of assignments for a whole
afternoon, such as writing an essay or preparing a presentation.
Subjects were equipped with adhesive sensors to measure ECG
and skin conductance. In addition, they were filmed with a
regular and 3D camera. Those signals were translated with

algorithms to a standardized computer readable description of
facial expression and posture (Koldijk et al. 2014).
Stress is a phenomenon which is difficult to measure.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to simply measure stress with
a wrist strap. My PhD student Saskia Koldijk has examined
whether we can find new objective indicators for stress. It
is well known that the hormone cortisol is an important
indicator of stress. LUMC5 colleague Meijer recently discussed
this in his inaugural lecture (Meijer 2016). However, in our
research we looked for an alternative to cortisol measurements
because cortisol can only be determined in the lab and the
method of measurement is quite intrusive. Saskia found
in her experiments that the status of subjects does actually
significantly differ between the control conditions and the
stress conditions. The strongest differences can be found in
posture, followed by facial expression. As you probably know
from your own experience, there are significant differences
between individuals. The study has shown that increased
mental exertion is expressed in a limited number of ways. One
group has little expression; A second group has tension around
the eyes and a relaxed mouth; A third group has wide open
eyes and a tense mouth (Koldijk, Neerincx and Kraaij 2016).
Of course, it is important to annotate the measured sensor data
with context information, for example to recognize artifacts,
but also to search for interactions between emotion and stress
and specific activities and contexts.
That is why my PhD student Maya Sappelli has worked
on recognizing different working contexts using computer
interaction (such as keystrokes and mouse clicks). Contexts
can refer to the various tasks in a day of a knowledge worker
such as handling email, making a report or presentation.
It appears that an approach based on a neural network can
recognize the correct context based on the raw unlabeled
computer interaction (Sappelli, Verberne and Kraaij 2016).
The technique for recognizing and labeling contexts can be
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used to automatically segment and index computer activity at
the subject level. The context index makes it possible to search
for interactions between activities and mental states such as
emotions, fatigue and stress.
An even bigger challenge is the development of effective
coaching strategies for self-management. After all, the human
tendency is not to give up ingrained habits. Better information
can help in raising awareness and this can be a first step toward
behavioral change. In the development of apps to acquire
new behavior in SWELL, inspiration has been sought from
the theory of, among others, Canadian psychologist Albert
Bandura by tailoring the e-coach messages to the individual
level of self-efficacy, the phase in the change process and
context (Bandura 1977). The essence of the matter is that the
longitudinal set of health analytics, contexts and outcomes
must be sufficiently specific to connect with any individual
but, on the other hand, can be sufficiently generalized to have
predictive value.
The registration of all these personal data, of course, requires
special attention for safe storage. For the time being, the
SWELL project has chosen an architecture where personal
data is only accessible to the individual, although methods
have been developed to share aggregated data (e.g., number of
steps per day or sleep quality) in a user-friendly manner with
peers. By comparing the interpreted measurement data with
preset goals, there are possibilities for guidance and feedback.
Thinking about the discrepancy between intended goals and
achieved results may lead to behavioural adjustments. This
might be quite effective if there is a moment of active reflection
as part of a weekly routine (Schön 1987).
Showing the connection between a particular type of
behaviour and the associated future health risks is just one
of the ways in which to influence behavior. British health
psychologists Charles Abraham and Susan Michie have
described several dozens of behavioural change techniques

(Abraham and Michie 2008). However, little is known about
the effectiveness of techniques for different personality types.
In summary, in SWELL we have developed new techniques
based on data analytics to measure stress and physical exertion,
and to coach behavior. This is a good example therefore, of
the application of the P4 elements prediction, prevention and
personalization, which also reveals the crucial role of social
sciences.
2.3

Comparison with population data: the importance of
data governance and ‘privacy by design’
The strict approach, where personal data is accessible to
the person himself, provides maximum privacy. But the
interpretation of personal data in the lifestyle domain
(nutrition, exercise, sleep, computer use) can be much more
meaningful if it can be compared to population data. This
comparison allows for a quick assessment whether a particular
condition is normal, for example growth of a baby (Van
Buuren 2014). If growth is lagging behind (compared to
children with a similar growth curve), it may be decided to give
extra nutrition.
In an ideal situation, we aim to collect relevant health
parameters from each individual from 10 months before birth
to the end of life (Topol 2014), as this will provide insight
into the reference population. You could then ask specific
questions like: “What is the impact of premature birth on school
performance?” Or “How good is my fitness compared to men
of the same age? How much do they sleep on average per night,
how much exercise do they do?” By systematically mapping
health related parameters into a personal health record and
by comparing individual data with similar individuals, it is
made possible to assess someone’s own health status, but also
to deliver a personal prognosis. For this, it is necessary that
historical data is available as well. The American Institute of
Medicine advocates a continuous learning healthcare system
that focuses on the collection of treatment outcomes and
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patient-oriented care (Smith et al. 2012). With a well-designed
infrastructure, it is possible to collect large-scale observational
data, thereby contributing to evidence-based practice in
healthcare. Controlled and observational studies fulfil a
complementary role (Booth and Tannock 2014).



The more we want to make models personal, the more data
we need to combine. In the Netherlands, plans have already
been drawn up for a national, even perhaps eventually
international, organized data infrastructure6 that allows
learning about distributed data sets for research, which
cannot be stored centrally by legislation regarding personal
data and security considerations. Maastricht UMC, LUMC
and DTL, together with partners, are developing the
personal health train infrastructure7 to make data stored in
different locations available for joint analysis. Semantic data
interoperability (Wilkinson et al. 2016) is a prerequisite for
bringing algorithms and models to the data for a distributed
machine learning approach (Damiani et al. 2015). The Prana
Data project8 also perf*orms pilots with data encryption
methods (Erkin et al. 2012) that support simple forms of data
analysis, for example, computing population averages. We are
now in a period of time where techniques have not yet been
fully developed and different ideas are being tested. There
is currently a pilot project in the province of Limburg with
the Personal Health Train. In the city of Rotterdam, a trial is
being prepared, on the initiative of Medical Delta to enable
people to manage their own health data under the name of My
Data Our Health. Performing this type of pilot helps to know
in practice how techniques aimed at reducing privacy risks
related to data analysis can best be applied. On the one hand,
we try to minimize the risks for individuals by providing the
citizen or patient with control over who has access to his data.
On the other hand, the system architecture must also provide
opportunities to conduct studies or generate personalized
advice based on the data of people who have given consent.

It is my conviction that making long-term health and
treatment information from a large population accessible, in a
responsible manner (of course, with the necessary precautions)
can help to accelerate the learning ability of our healthcare
system. Ideally, physicians and patients can make a decision
based on the best quality of life, with these longitudinal
reference data as an important complementary source of
evidence.
In summary: access to population data can play an important
role in personalized advice, but good data governance is necessary
to make citizens feel comfortable when sharing data.
2.4

Example: Active lifestyle for wheelchair users (Prediction,
Personalization)
An example of intensive use of different reference populations
is the project ‘From data to action’9, which will soon start in
collaboration between VU Amsterdam, Amsterdam University,
Campinas University in Brazil and Leiden University. This
consortium is an interdisciplinary collaboration between
rehabilitation research, movement science, nutrition science
and data science. The purpose of this research is to develop
personal exercising and nutritional advice for wheelchair users,
using the recorded experiences of similar individuals in a
secure database.
People who must use a wheelchair after a spinal cord injury or
amputation soon suffer from the effects of insufficient physical
exercise. Their activity level drops to 40% of the normal level
(Van den Berg-Emons, Bussmann and Stam 2010). This leads
to an increased risk of being overweight, having diabetes or
cardiovascular disease, resulting in a reduced quality of life
(Manns and Chad 1999). For the research, we want to use
an existing digital platform consisting of a central database,
learning algorithms, and personalized advice for exercise
and nutrition applications. This platform is not yet suitable
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for wheelchair users because of their specific limitations and
capabilities. In the project, therefore, we will first investigate
the determinants and factors that promote physical activity
and health of wheelchair users. We will work with a systems
approach and look at physiology, nutrition, balance between
activity and rest, social and physical context and psychological
factors. Everyone is different and there are indications that
personalized advice is more effective than general advice
(Krebs, Prochaska and Rossi 2010). This is certainly the case
with wheelchair users with very different medical backgrounds.
Based on the new knowledge, we will adapt the digital platform
for wheelchair users to support them in acquiring an active
lifestyle. The use of sensors allows the recording of exercise in
combination with the registration of relevant outcomes. The
contribution of my group is primarily focused on the analysis
of the large amounts of sensor data. We are also going to
develop predictive models for the success of a specific exercise
program, with a large number of input-related factors as input.
Finally, we want to personalize the advice based on a selflearning algorithm.
For this recommendation algorithm, we want to use existing
wheelchair user measurement data, but also allow the system
to learn from new users of the platform. We expect to be
able to refine predictive models and recommendations by
making comparisons between different groups: wheelchair
user versus non-wheelchair user, Amsterdam versus Sao Paulo,
beginner athlete versus advanced athlete versus elite athlete.
We want to learn from the data which factors contribute to
the development of individuals in physical activity and what
impeding factors there are.
In summary, this project works on empowerment of wheelchair
users by providing the best possible personal advice based on a
predictive model building on experiences of similar wheelchair
users.

2.5

Example: Patient-forum-miner (Participatory, patient
reported outcomes)
In the last example from the health domain, the PatientForum-Miner project, the P of participatory care is discussed.
Patients are becoming increasingly aware of their own
knowledge and data position. They are more active in
managing their own health. An example of this is that patients
are communicating through internet discussion forums,
with a demonstrable positive effect on their well-being (Van
Uden-Kraan et al. 2009; Batenburg and Das 2014). Over the
past two years we have conducted projects with the GIST
Netherlands contact group, which unites patients with a rare
form of gastrointestinal cancer. Because GIST prevalence is
so small, there is relatively little knowledge about disease and
therapy (Liegl-Atzwanger, Fletcher and Fletcher 2010). In this
sense, GIST is a typical orphan disease. Patients from all over
the world communicate with each other via a public Facebook
group and a private email list. In a collaboration with the
GIST contact group, we have archived the email and forum
communication channels. Subsequently the messages were
semantically indexed and filtered. In addition to the messages
of social support, patient experiences are being exchanged,
for example tips to reduce side effects of medication. By using
text analytics and automatic summarization techniques,
the information is made available to patients and cancer
experts. New hypotheses can be generated based on statistical
analysis of semantically indexed messages (Van Oortmerssen
et al. 2017). For example, patients report that it helps to eat
chocolate as pure as possible while taking Glivec, in order
to reduce nausea. This is, of course, not a causal link, and
it should be investigated, for example, if there is a hidden
adverse effect, e.g. reduced Glivec’s intake. Nevertheless, this
experiential knowledge is something that has been unknown to
doctors until recently. This project is a good example of citizen
science, where patients themselves give guidance to research. I
think that such an approach could also have a broader impact.
There are many thousands of rare diseases. It is estimated that
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7% of the EU population has an orphan disease. In addition,
there are also positive results of the application of text mining
techniques to messages in on-line communities for reporting
new side effects (Sarker et al. 2015). By involving the patients
themselves, a lot of additional knowledge can be collected that
can supplement the knowledge from clinical trials. In future
research, we want to investigate how we can determine the
quality of the information in the filtered messages and possibly
increase it, for example by linking up with certified sources of
medical information.
In summary: By structuring and researching the experiences
written by patients, the patient’s knowledge position is
strengthened. Patients are also better prepared to participate in
decisions about care and research options.



3
Data Analytics for policy makers
3.1
Societal value in the context of urban regions
Finally, I want to outline how data analytics can play a role
in a completely different domain, in support of urban policy
processes aimed at a sustainable future. In recent decades,
the liberalization of world trade and the development
of the Internet has led to substantial changes in terms of
employment, labor productivity, logistics, energy and climate.
It is a huge task for policy makers and governments to initiate
a transformation to a sustainable society in cooperation with
companies and in view of the interests of citizens. National
governments and urban regions increasingly realize that major
policy changes are needed to realize that transformation. In the
metropolitan area of Rotterdam The Hague, a plan has been
made by intensive cooperation between government, market
and knowledge partners. Technological developments are an
important opportunity to live more sustainable, for example
in terms of energy, nutrition and mobility. Similarly as in the
field of health, the benefits of investments are not immediately
visible but will only pay off in the future. Public private
partnerships can help prevent decisions being solely motivated

by interests in the short term. Essentially, it is about realizing
a transition agenda aimed at sustainable social values through
collaboration between various stakeholders
I want to investigate whether a systems approach is possible
for this transition and whether principles from the P4
framework can attain a new meaning in this context. Again,
we want to quantify the interactions between the various
factors and outcome measures based on longitudinal big
data. When we use measurements per household for the data,
there are opportunities for neighborhood-level aggregation,
giving policy makers better insight and forming the basis for
evidence-based policies. Such a bottom up approach offers
opportunities to promote citizens’ participation and make
the measurement process more transparent. For example,
comparing your monthly average energy usage with the
median of the street can give you a lot of insight, but it can
only work if fellow citizens contribute to the aggregated data.
For such an approach, transparency at all levels of processing
and weighing of data is crucial for acceptance.
3.2
Data Analytics for ‘real time’ policy indicators
This year we will launch a research project into the
development of policy indicators based on large data
sources in collaboration with the Faculty of Governance and
Global Affairs and the Center for Big Data Statistics of CBS
(including Leiden University and TNO). By bringing together
model driven and data driven disciplines (Janssen and Kuk
2016), we expect a more robust methodology for policy
recommendations.
Monitoring of indicators in various policy areas such as
employment, mobility, health and safety is part of the standard
practice of public administration. After all, policies can only
be made based on reliable data. Traditionally, many such
data are collected through questionnaires. This approach has
disadvantages: the most recent figures often lag far behind on
current issues so that , quantitative analyses of interventions
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are only made available relatively late. It is therefore difficult
to go through a feedback loop in policy processes. In addition,
there is always the risk of bias in sampling.
In a big data approach, in general all available information
is included in the analysis and can be updated more
frequently. An example of such an approach is to analyze
open source resources including social media through text
mining techniques. These include techniques such as entity
recognition, sentiment mining, event recognition. For
example, corporate websites can be analyzed on features of
job announcements. Other examples of available big data
sources are traffic loop data or floating cardata of traffic flows.
These resources have already provided some experience that
can be used to develop applications for metropolitan practice.
Again, data governance and privacy by design are important
components in the research.
Our plan is to develop a methodology in the coming years
in partnership with Center for Big Data Statistics (CBS with
among others UL and TNO) to develop policy indicators
for different policy areas in urban regions, beginning with
The Hague and the Metropolitan Region of Rotterdam The
Hague. Follow-up questions concern: (i) the extraction of
new types of information by linking traditional CBS and
The Hague data sets; ii) applying a systems approach to
quantify the interactions between factors and to predict and
visualize the effect of interventions in the best possible way;
iii) generalization of the methodology for use in other urban
regions in the EU. This research will also be closely linked to
the curriculum of the new master ICT in Business focused on
the public sector. This curriculum aims at providing future
policy advisors and ICT experts working in the sector with
an overview of the possibilities of using data analytics for
policy. In addition, attention is paid to the legal and ethical
framework of the methods.

In summary: There are great opportunities to analyze big data
as a basis for evidence-based policies and to work on a learning
(eco) system. Research is required into how the new resources
can be linked to the current methodology for policy creation and
evaluation.
4
Data Science challenges
After describing several societal challenges where, in my
opinion, a data driven approach could lead to better choices
and priorities, I would like to mention a number of challenges
for data science research that will be the focus of my work
in multidisciplinary context in Leiden, also in relation to my
other employer TNO.
Firstly, I want to develop a system for the collection and
long-term storage of data, for validated and robust indicators
for health and value systems of sustainable urban areas.
This primarily concerns collecting the right data and in
some cases combining different modalities. It is important
to include contextual information in that data collection.
A second challenge is to develop a system architecture to
perform analyses and aggregations that respect the rights of
data subjects and give them control over who has access to
personal data. Examples of these are health data cooperatives
or the personal health train. A third challenge is to define and
validate a similarity function for lifelogs, the longitudinal
health data - how can we decide from the raw data which
persons are similar to each other given the trends in their
health parameters? The fourth challenge is to learn predictive
models from longitudinally observed data and their associated
uncertainty. One last major interdisciplinary challenge is the
application of value based analytics to calculate the effects
of different scenarios. I expect that the combination of data
across domains and the optimization of the ensemble of
value indicators (in policy terms: Integral Policy) has a great
potential in comparison with the practice of optimization by
policy area.
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5
Closure
Ladies and gentlemen, I have explained in my lecture that
data, data processing techniques, data science are intrinsically
neutral. In this 21st century, internet companies have initiated
a transformation by collecting large amounts of data and
providing personalized services. In my research, I focus on
strengthening the position of individual citizens by deploying
data analytics for societal values that benefit society as a
whole. I explained that systematically gathering data about,
for example, behavior, environment and indicators for values
such as health, sustainability, safety and quality of life can lead
to new insights. These insights can be created by combining
data from different domains and at different aggregation
levels. I have illustrated the impact of this approach with
several examples. A prerequisite for a successful data analytics
approach focused on societal value is that privacy is effectively
protected by incorporating privacy and data ownership into
the design process.
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In ‘Data of Value’, Wessel Kraaij shows how data analytics techniques
and data science can be used in a broader sense to work on societal
challenges, such as personalized health care or the transition towards
a sustainable society. The systematic collection of everyday personal
data, such as lifestyle data, can already help to provide citizens with
insight into health risks. Combination of this data about a population
can help to approach health from the perspective of prevention,
prediction, participation and personalization. It is therefore necessary
to gather longitudinal data on various factors that affect health, such
as physiology, lifestyle, social environment, mental status and relevant
outcomes. The wider applicability of this system approach is illustrated
by a case study big data for policy interventions in urban contexts.
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the collection and sharing of health data. Citizen data ownership and
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